Camp Nazareth, what a concept! So many things to talk about, but where do we even start? This week, we wanted to share an incredible quote by one of our 2015 Graduating Seniors.

“Distance means so little when these people mean so much to you.”
- Elizabeth B.

It’s a remarkable thing, really. And encouraging to everyone around. Camp is a wonderful place. But we don’t have to tell you that - the kids will! While this issue of The Nazarene is short and sweet, we wanted to include something simple and powerful! Glory to Jesus Christ!

Weekly Wisdom

Be a Christian in heart... that is, be always sincere in prayer, in your intercourse with your neighbour, ever believing, trusting, meek, gentle, wishing well to everybody, just, not covetous, compassionate, merciful, abstinent, chaste, patient, obedient, courageous.

- St. John of Kronstadt
Camping Wordsearch

awning       campfire       campsite
rucksack     sleeping bag   stove

tent         torch